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1. Introduction
The QCD production of a photon pair in association with jets is an important process at hadron
colliders. Photon pairs are one of the key decay channels for detecting and measuring the Higgs-
like boson [1, 2] announced last year. Accordingly, a good understanding of prompt photon-pair
production is important to precision measurements of its properties and thence to exploring de-
viations from Standard Model expectations. In particular, when the photon pair is produced in
association with two hadronic jets, the process is an important background to Higgs-like boson
production via vector-boson fusion (VBF). Leading-order (LO) predictions in QCD suffer from
a strong dependence on the unphysical renormalization and factorization scales. Next-to-leading
order (NLO) predictions generally reduce this dependence, and offer the first quantitatively reliable
predictions in perturbation theory. Inclusive diphoton production at hadron colliders was computed
long ago at NLO [3, 4, 5] and even beyond [6]. The production of a photon pair in association with
a single jet has also previously been calculated at NLO [7, 8]. Here we present predictions for
inclusive diphoton production in association with two jets at NLO, which has also been studied
recently by Gehrmann, Greiner, and Heinrich [9].
2. γγ +2 jets at NLO
The ingredients that enter a NLO calculation are the Born cross section, the virtual (one-loop)
corrections, and the radiative (real-emission) corrections. The latter are computed from tree-level
matrix elements with an additional parton in the final state compared to the Born process. In
order to implement in a numerical setting the cancellation of the separate divergences that arise in
the virtual and real corrections, we use the Catani-Seymor dipole subtraction scheme [10], which
introduces a fourth, subtraction, contribution to the evaluation of the NLO cross section
σ NLOn =
∫
n
σ bornn +
∫
n
σ virtn +
∫
n
Σsubtrn +
∫
n+1
(
σ realn+1 − σ subtrn+1
)
. (2.1)
We use the Frixione photon isolation criterion [11], which avoids the need for fragmentation con-
tributions.
We use the SHERPA package [12] to manage the partonic subprocesses, to integrate over
phase space, and to output ROOT [13] n-tuples. For the computation of the Born and real-emission
matrix elements along with the Catani-Seymour dipole subtraction terms, we used the COMIX
library [14], which is included in the SHERPA framework. It is based on a color-dressed form [15]
of the Berends–Giele recursion relations [16].
We use the BLACKHAT software library [17, 18] to evaluate the virtual contribution. This
library has previously been used to evaluate the virtual contributions of a number of other LHC
processes of interest, such as W,Z/γ∗+ 3- and 4-jet production [19, 20, 21, 22], four-jet produc-
tion [23], as well as in investigations of high-pT W polarization [24], and for a study of γ + n-jet to
Z + n-jet ratios [25, 26].
The techniques implemented numerically in the BLACKHAT library are known as on-shell
methods, and are reviewed in refs. [27] (for other numerical implementations of on-shell methods
see refs. [28, 29, 30]; for other recent developments see refs. [31]). One-loop amplitudes in QCD
with massless quarks may be expressed as a sum over three different types of Feynman integrals
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(boxes, triangles, and bubbles) with additional rational terms. Since the integrals are universal and
well-tabulated, the aim of the calculation is to compute their coefficients, along with the rational
terms. In an on-shell approach, the integral coefficients may be computed using four-dimensional
generalized unitarity [32, 33, 34], while the rational terms may be computed either by a loop-level
version [35] of on-shell recursion [36] or using D-dimensional unitarity [37]. We use a numeri-
cal version [17] of Forde’s method [38] for the integral coefficients, and subtract box and triangle
integrands in a fashion similar to the Ossola–Papadopoulos–Pittau procedure [39], in order to im-
prove the numerical stability of the calculation. To compute the rational terms, we use a numerical
implementation of Badger’s massive-integrals method [40], related to D-dimensional unitarity.
A BLACKHAT numerical calculation of the virtual contribution proceeds as follows: it cal-
culates the fundamental building blocks (the so-called primitive amplitudes [41]); assembles them
into color-ordered amplitudes; and finally computes the interference between tree and one-loop
amplitudes, multiplied by the appropriate color factors. In the results reported here, we drop the
subleading-color virtual terms; we have checked that they amount to under 2% of the total cross
section. The five light quarks (u,d,c,s,b) are all treated as massless; we neglect contributions from
real or virtual top quarks. In this calculation we include the ‘pure-gluonic’ contribution gg→ γγgg .
This contribution is nominally of higher order, but the analogous contributions have typically been
included for photon-pair production without jets or in association with one jet, because there is no
corresponding tree-level gluon-initiated process, and because the large value of the gluon distribu-
tion can compensate for the contribution’s additional powers of the strong coupling αs. With two
associated jets, there is a tree-level process (gg → qq¯γγ), and we would expect the ‘pure-gluonic’
contribution to be suppressed. This is indeed what we find; it contributes less than 3% of the total
cross section at NLO.
We have performed a number of checks on the virtual contributions for photon-pair produc-
tion in the BLACKHAT library. We have checked their collinear factorization properties. We have
checked the matrix elements at individual phase-space points against HELAC [30] and MCFM [42]
values for γγ + 0-jet production; against GoSam [29] for γγ + 1-jet production; and against a pre-
vious analytic calculation (relying on [43]) for the specific subprocess qg → γγq. We compared
selected helicity configurations at individual phase-space points against GoSam for γγ + 2-jet pro-
duction. We have also checked integrated results against MCFM for γγ + 0-jet production, and
against Gehrmann, Greiner, and Heinrich’s results [8] for γγ + 1-jet production.
3. Kinematics and Observables
In our study, we consider the inclusive process pp → γγ + 2 jets at an LHC center-of-mass
energy of
√
s = 8 TeV, applying the following cuts:
pγ1T > 50 GeV , p
γ2
T > 25 GeV , |ηγ |< 2.5 ,
pjet1T > 40 GeV , p
jet2
T > 25 GeV , |η jet|< 4.5 , Rγ ,jet > 0.4 . (3.1)
In these expressions, R is the usual boost-invariant angular distance, Rab = [∆φ2ab +∆η2ab]1/2. We
define jets using the anti-kT algorithm [44] with parameter R = 0.4. The jets are ordered in pT,
and are labeled i, j = 1,2, . . . in order of decreasing transverse momentum pT, with jet 1 being the
leading (hardest) jet.
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In addition, we also consider further cuts, which select the kinematic region for VBF produc-
tion of the Higgs-like boson, with the boson decaying into two photons. We will call these the VBF
cuts,
M j j > 400 GeV , |∆η j j|> 2.8 , (3.2)
where M j j is the invariant mass of the subsystem made up of the two hardest jets, and ∆η j j is
the difference in pseudorapidity between the hardest and the second-hardest jets. We will show
distributions both with and without VBF cuts.
We use µR = µF = ˆHT/2, where
ˆHT ≡ pγ1T + pγ2T +∑
m
pmT , (3.3)
for the central renormalization and factorization scale in our calculation. The sum runs over all
final-state partons m, whether or not they are inside jets that pass the cuts. This means that modi-
fications to the cuts will not affect the value of the matrix element at a given point in phase space.
This avoids unwanted dependence on experimental cuts. We quote scale variation bands corre-
sponding to varying the scales simultaneously up and down by a factor of two, taking the maximum
and minimum of differential cross sections at the five scales ˆHT/2× (1/2,1/
√
2,1,
√
2,2).
The calculation proceeds in two phases: generation of n-tuples, and analysis. In the first phase,
we generate two sets of ROOT [13] format n-tuples using a looser set of cuts,
pγ1T > 25 GeV , p
γ2
T > 25 GeV , |ηγ |< 4.5 ,
pjet1T > 25 GeV , p
jet2
T > 25 GeV . (3.4)
with a second set also imposing VBF cuts looser than those of eq. (3.2),
M j j > 300 GeV , |∆η j j|> 2.0 . (3.5)
A second set of n-tuples is essential to obtaining reasonable statistical uncertainties for the latter
cuts.
We also study the effect of an additional set of cuts, suggested by the ATLAS collaboration,
which select a window on the diphoton invariant mass centered around the Higgs-like boson mass,
pγ1T > 0.35mγγ , p
γ2
T > 0.25mγγ , |yγ |< 2.37 ,
pjetT > 30 GeV , Rγ ,jet > 0.4 , |yjet|< 4.4 , 122 ≤mγγ ≤ 130 .
The additional VBF cuts here are the same as those in eq. (3.5).
As mentioned above, the n-tuples store intermediate results such as parton momenta and co-
efficients associated with the event weights for the events passing the looser cuts. In the second,
analysis, phase of our calculation we impose the cuts of eq. (3.1), and in addition those of eq. (3.2)
on the second set. (Alternatively, we impose the cuts of eq. (3.6), and in addition those of eq. (3.5)
in a parallel set.) We compute the total cross section as well as various distributions. The n-tuples
can be used to study the effects of varying the parton distributions, scale choices, and experimental
cuts.
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Cuts LO NLO gg→ γγgg
Basic 2.678(0.003)+0.808−0.577 3.23(0.03)
+0.31
−0.36 0.0509(0.0007)
VBF 0.1398(0.0003)+0.0541−0.0359 0.159(0.002)
+0.016
−0.021 0.004(0.001)
ATLAS 0.0886(0.0005)+0.0264−0.0189 0.099(0.002)
+0.007
−0.010 0.00157(0.00003)
ATLAS VBF 0.00392(0.00004)+0.00153−0.00101 0.0046(0.0001)
+0.0006
−0.0006 8.9(0.4) ·10−5
Table 1: Total cross sections in picobarns for γγ+ 2-jet production with various sets of cuts: basic (eq. (3.1)),
VBF (eqs. (3.1) and (3.2)), ATLAS (eq. (3.6)), and ATLAS VBF (eqs. (3.6) and (3.5)). The numerical inte-
gration uncertainty is given in parentheses, and the scale dependence is quoted in superscripts and subscripts.
The contributions for the gg→ γγgg subprocess, shown in the last column, are included in the NLO value.
From an experimental point of view, photons must be isolated from hadronic radiation. From
a theoretical point of view, we cannot isolate them completely — for example, by excluding all ra-
diation from a cone surrounding the photon axis — because this would disturb the cancellation of
infrared singularities between virtual and real-emission contributions. The Frixione isolation cri-
terion [11] offers a compromise between the two requirements that, unlike other isolation criteria,
requires no additional non-perturbative input in the form of fragmentation functions. The Frixione
isolation cone depends on the radius δ = [(φ−φγ)2+(η−ηγ)2]1/2 of a cone surrounding a photon,
and fixes a distance-dependent limit E(δ ) on the transverse hadronic energy allowed inside,
∑
p
ETpθ(δ −Rpγ)≤ E(δ ) with E(δ ) = EγT ε
(
1− cosδ
1− cosδ0
)n
, (3.6)
with the sum taken over all partons. In our calculation, we used ε = 0.5, δ0 = 0.4 and n= 1 for the
Frixione isolation parameters. While the Frixione isolation does not match the experimental photon
isolation, the large subtractions performed in LHC analyses to eliminate pile-up effects mean that
the traditional cone isolation does not match experimental practice very well either.
In our study, we use the MSTW2008 LO and NLO PDFs [45] at the respective orders. We
use the zero-momentum-squared value, αEM(0) = 1/137.036, for the electromagnetic coupling.
We use the five-flavor running αs(µ) and the value of αs(MZ) supplied with the parton distribution
functions. We do not apply corrections due to non-perturbative effects such as those induced by
the underlying event or hadronization. For comparisons to experimental data it is important to
incorporate these effects.
4. Results
Our results for the total cross sections with the basic cuts of eq. (3.1); with VBF cuts of
eq. (3.2) in addition; or with the ATLAS cuts of eq. (3.6); and with the VBF cuts of eq. (3.5) in
addition, are shown in table 1.
In Fig. 1, we show the transverse-momentum distribution of the leading jet, using the cuts in
eq. (3.1), both before and after the VBF cuts of eq. (3.2). The general features of this distribution
before VBF cuts are familiar from studies of W or Z production in association with jets: the rapidly-
5
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Figure 1: The leading jet’s transverse-momentum distribution without (left) and with (right) VBF cuts. The
upper panels show the LO (dashed blue) and NLO (solid black) predictions, while the lower panels show the
ratio of these predictions to the NLO prediction, along with the LO (hatched brown) and NLO (gray) scale
uncertainty bands.
falling distribution is slightly steeper at NLO than at LO, overall the NLO corrections are modest,
and the scale-dependence bands narrow signficantly at NLO compared to LO.
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Figure 2: The diphoton invariant mass distribution without (left) and with (right) VBF cuts. The curves and
bands are as in Fig. 1.
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In Fig. 2, we show the diphoton invariant mass, using the same cuts. In these distributions,
and also the leading-jet pT distribution after VBF cuts, we see that there are sizeable NLO correc-
tions at low values of the observable. These are presumably due to relaxation of kinematic con-
straints with additional radiation; the large corrections are then accompanied by a widening of the
scale-dependence band, as the additional power of the strong coupling will cause the real-radiation
contribution alone to have larger scale dependence than the Born contribution. The NLO scale
dependence bands widen slightly at large diphoton invariant mass, though this effect is eliminated
by the VBF cuts.
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Figure 3: The distribution of the absolute value of the diphoton rapidity, using ATLAS-suggested cuts,
without (left) and with (right) VBF cuts. The curves and bands are as in Fig. 1.
In Fig. 3, we show the distribution of the absolute value of the diphoton rapidity, using the
cuts in eq. (3.6), both before and after the VBF cuts of eq. (3.5). In Fig. 4, we show the distribution
of the azimuthal angle between the two leading jets, using the same cuts. The NLO corrections to
both distributions are modest before VBF cuts, with the NLO corrections favoring emission which
allows the two jets to come closer in azimuthal angle. Here, the VBF cuts do result in noticeable
(to diphoton rapidity) or large (to dijet angular difference) corrections, tending to enhance contri-
butions with central rapidity for the diphoton pair, and with small azimuthal separation between
the leading jets. In both regions, the NLO scale dependence is correspondingly larger.
In this contribution, we have presented a computation of γγ+ 2-jet production at NLO in QCD.
We have given results for the total cross section and a number of distributions, under a variety
of cuts. The sets of cuts include those which isolate kinematic regions relevant to vector-boson
fusion production of the Higgs-like boson, to which the process we have studied is an important
background. We leave a number of interesting issues to future studies.
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Figure 4: The distribution of the azimuthal angle difference between the two hardest jets, using ATLAS-
suggested cuts, without (left) and with (right) VBF cuts. The curves and bands are as in Fig. 1.
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